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This chapter consists of three sections. The first section is the summary which sums up all the main points that have been discussed in the previous chapters. The second one is the conclusion, and the last one is the suggestions.

5.1 Summary

This study is a descriptive study on the loss of cultural aspects in the process of translating Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, a tale retold by Anne Forsyth, to Elisa di Negeri Ajaib. This study is done because the writer has interest in knowing deeper about the loss of cultural aspects especially in a literary works such as tales, novel, etc. There are a lot of literary works in English which have been translated into Indonesian and sold in bookstores in the times of today, that is why people have to be aware of the cultural aspects in literary works.

Since this study is about translation, the writer has to choose translation theory as the parameter. She has chosen Nida's division of culture in the process of translating because his theory is the most applicable theory according to her and the one that she knows about.

In analyzing the data, the writer has read both tales English and Indonesian in order to find the loss of cultural aspects in the process of
translating. From those cultural aspects the writer tried to put them into five categories of culture according to Nida, they are: Material culture, social culture, religious culture, linguistic culture, and ecological culture.

The discussion explains that only some material and linguistic culture can be translated or replaced with its cultural equivalence in Indonesian while the other three are lost. These can not be helped because it is very difficult for readers to associate with the culture of the original book even for the translators themselves. The writer also found that the translator likes to simplify a paragraph in English into one or two sentences in Indonesia. However, the translator took the main idea of the story so she will not mislead the comprehension of the readers. Besides, this tale is intended for young children, as a result the translator eliminates complicated language structure and changes it with simple sentences without losing the idea.

5.2 Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion, the writer would like to conclude that three of five cultural aspects loss in the process of translating. They are social culture, religious culture, and ecological culture because the cultural gap between English and Indonesian especially in those three aspects are certainly great.
The writer would also like to conclude the causes of those cultural aspects that are lost in the process of translating based on the data found in the study. Those causes are:

1. Indonesian does not have cultural similarity with English in Social, religious, and ecological.
2. There are some words in English that do not have linguistic equivalence in Indonesia even in material and linguistic culture.
3. There are a lot of English terms that are not known in Indonesian culture, especially for young children.
4. Sometimes the sentence pattern in English is so short while in the structure of Indonesian translation is very long.
5. The translator seemed to take audiences for granted.
6. The translator’s carelessness in analyzing the function of words in the part of speech and the context of the story.

5.3 Suggestions

The writer indeed realizes that her study is far from perfect. There are likely several shortcomings in the process of putting the cultural aspects into the five categories mentioned, the qualification given to the items, and many others. Hence, it is suggested that other researcher, who will take translation study, to apply more accurate procedure in analyzing the data. It will give more detail analysis about the loss of cultural aspects
in the process of translating and as a result it will give contribution to the teaching of translation in translation class.

For the translators, the writer would like to suggest to be more careful and faithful in translating so they can produce qualified translation. Calculate all of the aspects that will be involved in the process of translating, especially cultural aspects, because it is very complicated and sometimes untranslatable.

For the teaching of translation, the teachers are suggested to introduce the loss of cultural aspects in the process of translating so those students will be more aware of those cultural aspects.
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